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FEATURES 

 Adjustable Breakaway or Lock Control 

 Helmet Mount Release Button 

 Six Position Force-to-Overcome Stow 

 Force-to-Overcome Sweep-Away 

 Glide-Rite Infinitely Adjustable Ranges for 

Vertical, Horizontal, and Tilt controls. 

 Minimized Accidental Impact of NVG 

 Horn & Dovetail NVG Interchangeability 

 Auto Shut-Off 

 Reduced Weight & Enhanced NVG Center of 

Gravity 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
 

1. Vertical Adjustment Lever; allows NVD vertical height 
to be easily adjusted, and then locked securely. 
2. Release Button: Allows one handed release from 
Helmet Bracket or Shroud. 
3. Universal Mount Adaptor will accommodate the 
Dovetail style PVS 15, 18 & 21 Night Vision Goggles 8.  
4. Break Away Button; allows user to set the desire mode 
for mount (Breakaway or locked).Mode depends on user 
operational needs. 
5. Adjust-rite screw; Set the desired Break away force to 
user’s preferences. 
6. Tilt Adjustment Lever; allows the operator to fine adjust 
the tilt angle of the NVG. 
7. Fore/Aft Lever; allows for fore/aft travel of the goggle. 
Releasing the lever allows the operator to set the fore/aft 
position of the NVG. 
8. Release Lock Lever; allows the operator release the 
NVG from the mount. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Dimensions 
(Operational): 

4.0” L x 2.5” W x 2.3” H 

Weight: 188 g (6.65 oz) 

Material 
Construction: 

Light Weight Aluminum, stainless 
steel and high strength nylon 

Accommodates: PVS 15, 18 & 21 NVG 
PVS 7, 14 (Separate adaptor) 

Vertical Travel 1.10 ” Total  

Fore/Aft Travel 1.35” Total  

Tilt Range of 21° Upward: 16°, Downward: 5° 

Breakaway Force 5 – 35 lbs 
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